Tests results
Initially, we used wire bonded readout chips in charge injection mode, sweeping the pulse rate between 100 Hz and 20 kHz for half a day slowly varying the pulse rate. We could not observe vibrations. In this case the AC part of the currents was about 35mA amplitude and 56ns in full width. Lack of vibration convinced us that the energy going through the wire bonds was not sufficient to oscillate the wires by the Lorentz Force. The maximum field which could be reached with the magnet was 2.2 Tesla due to the limit to operate the microscope with the CCD camera attached in the gap as shown in the figure. We then decided to use specially designed boards having aluminum wire bond wires of 25 micron thickness and 3mm length, precisely with the height and length of the wire bond wires used for the readout chips (ROC) of the FPix (Fig.  4) . This layout simplified the testing and observation but we could not move the microscope lens enough to close the gap and increase the field. The electronic set up is shown in Fig. 5 . Two signal generators were used for the tests, one for triggering the pulser and one for sweeping the frequencies and the second one provided the pulse currents through the wire bond wires. Input and output pulse shapes and the magnified image of the wire bond wire can be seen in the figure. A better picture of the magnified wire is shown in Fig. 6 . It was very easy to find the fundamental vibration frequency and break the wire bonds at the heels when we used CDF-like pulses (2.3µsec wide and 200mA). Then we did a systematic study by using twice the expected operational current setting of 35mA that is expected from the ROC chips to compensate for our test magnetic field being one-half of the 4 Tesla field of the CMS magnet, and varied the pulse width in steps, searching for the fundamental frequency of vibration. We kept the pulse widths constant for length of time to find out if the wire bond could break at one of the heels. We did this for several wire bonds and the following table summarizes one of the examples. It is evident that one of the heels started to fracture at the 600 ns pulse width and after few minutes of vibration it broke off as shown in Fig.7 . The table clearly indicates that there is an energy threshold and that it was necessary to provide sufficient vibration to break our wire bonds by the Lorentz force at the heels in the 4 Tesla equivalent magnetic field condition. We saw similar results with all of the wire bond failures that were observed. The resonance frequencies were found to be sharply defined up to the energy at which fracturing started. 
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